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Clearance (cited : ) Talon 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar/ by career beggar Goura 

Date typed up: 51418 

 

tag[s]: police reports that nobody is filing, …, my new additional career: notions of beggars; hooker-dom; 

tales of counseling after graduate school haven’t diminished; cited: c.i.a. clearances should matter 

during arrest or else what happens , … police notes …  

 

Date of happening caught circa: 51218-51418 

 

Can you call that good fortune: holy worses unholy hooker  

 

   So I was wondering what was happening; I saw a hooker from my childhood: appear at the cited: 

Transit center; and then I saw a “police” pick-up; in the good fortune? of the “police”  
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I knew this hooker wasn’t homeless; and there were lots of homeless people around; recently; it was 

announced that regular housing is now illegal … because?  

Why were / no how did I know that this hooker was from my childhood; well because as a child 

operative I was introduced to a variety of hookers who I researched; many were worth the effort or 

would be soon, … and others weren’t worthy of that much effort; she was called upon in my childhood 

for her hooking service where somewhere I might have been kidnapped, along with a friend 

First, in this recent present: there was a “police” chase picking up attempting to pick up homeless 

people … for uh being homeless and using public services especially, such as bathrooms, benches, and 

busses; …  

Next there; was-verde were the back-up vehicles alongside “police” vehicles at the cited: Transit center; 

where normal vehicles aren’t traditionally allowed; and these were normal vehicles …  

Next there was the at the same time: hooker prowl, and the “police” pick up of these hookers gleefully 

guiding these “hookers” for the “police’s” use. 

As an actual police officer and not “police officer” I can be sure of such things; a police officer isn’t 

always a cop … in any case: 

These are for sure: homeless citations and their persecutions are connected in at least present news to 

actual unholy hookers who plan to never convert to the system of actual justice and enjoy having sexual 

enactments with people in uniform and uniformed vehicles who are not actually militia members … now 

when you receive such persecution in actuality; beware that you are in the catching line of conflict in 

this issue, in our part of the hemispheres: 

“cops” “officers” etc., and not cops, officers … are using you as an excuse to not get caught for using 

hookers … even if you are an officer cop  

Uh. You have to think deeply about who they are afraid of catching them; it’s how combat hooking 

works … when you don’t actually fornicate with most of the seeking population; see below.  

Part Two. 

I’m not white; and I’ve never committed a crime; but the “cops” are especially intent on me and 

persecuting me this way; because I am a combat hooker; and that is a whole different legal stance of 

hookers, it means things that are very complicated to explain; and controls over rape … I however 

haven’t had sexual relations with most of the seeking population like most unholy hookers; how are the 

two possible; I don’t know maybe you should combat receive militia training in such a hemisphere if you 

are so interested …  

It sort-a explains how we’ve almost gotten to a society where not everybody is raped all the time like 

the cited: geisha there are even starting as child combat hookers like I was; except of course unlike the 
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movies they don’t have to fornicate with everything seeking such; like whenever the person next to you 

gets horny; my god, how would you fight that person off; without the “cops” arresting you …  

The “cops” and not the cops the “officers” and not officers are responsible for causing unjust rape to 

exist in our society … with many unholy hookers and not holy hookers; aiding their cause. 

 

You need to stop and ask yourself if you have ever worked in uniform or its equivalent; if you are 

comfortable creating the cause of unjust rape and its equivalents in our society; because it’s still a 

mainstream issue; it’s one reason I had to deploy as homeless for example; I was able to slice some 

shots of the scenes, …  but who knows if they are good enough; my point is from now on when you see 

the “cops” approach you or the “militia” approach you start guarding yourself as best as possible; 

because past cause they plan to rape you and its equivalent … at least we can say for the unholy hookers 

despite aiding such unjust cause; they won’t rape you themselves … that’s uh some relief?  
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The beginning of the prowl … 
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